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The three-dimensional nalog of Sommerfeld’s famous half-plane problem for a 
screen L, : x, > 0, x2 > 0, xj = 0 is treated by an operator theoretic approach. This 
paper shows that the Dirichlet problem is well-posed for any complex wave-number 
k $ Iw, if we look for a solution u E H’(IW3) of the Helmholtz equation (A + k*) u = 0 
in Iw3 -Z, with u I=, =gE H’l*(Z,). A n explicit representation formula for the 
solution is established by use of general Wiener-Hopf operator theory, Sobolev 
space properties, and Hilbert space methods. The corresponding Neumann problem 
can be solved by analogy. 0 1988 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. FORMULATION AND EQUIVALENCE TO A WIENER-H• PF EQUATION 
Consider the three-dimensional diffraction problem of Dirichlet type for 
a plane screen 22 that is assumed to be a (special) Lipschitz domain [ 171 in 
%,x,T in particular, for the quarter-plane screen 
c,:x,>o, x,>o (x3 = 0) (1) 
PROBLEM. 4”(Z, k). We look for u E H’(R3) with 
(Ll+k*)U=o in lR3-,E 
u=g 0nZ 
for an arbitrary g E H’/‘(C), where k = k, + ik,, k, > 0 is given. 
(2) 
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In what follows, we use the notation: x’= (x1, x2), <‘= (rl, r2) E R2, the 
two-dimensional Fourier transformation F defined by 
Go(5’) = FY ++ c’ 24,(x’) = s,* eiX’%o(x’) dx’ 
in the Y’ sense, t(<‘) = (5’2-k2)1’2 being continuous on R2 with 
t(t’)=<j+O(l), tj+ +m, A=F-‘t.F:H”2+H-1’2, Hs=HS(R2) [3]. 
p(Z) = {w E H”: supp w c Z}, s = +f, and xz for the characteristic 
function of C. 
THEOREM 1 (representation and equivalence). u solves P(Z, k), iff 
u(x) = Gu,(x) = F&x. e - ‘x3’r(5’)&,( <‘) 
uo=A-lw+, w + E ii- l”(C) 
(3) 
hold and w + solves the Wiener-Hopf equation 
Wz,k~+ =x=.A-‘w+ =g. (4) 
Proof We decompose a solution u by u= u+ + u-, uf E H’(Q*) due 
to x3 50. By means of the trace theorem [6] write u+ = ii + v, where 
t?~ HA(Q+) and v = Gu, denotes the extension (3a) of the Dirichlet datum 
u,M’*([W2) of U+ on x3 = +O. Since (A + k2) v = 0 holds in 52+, we 
obtain fi=O as A + k*: Hh(sZ+) --, H-‘(Q+) is left invertible [15]. By 
analogy, we get the representation of u- with the same trace and thus 
Eq. (3a). Considering 
i au 
[ I 
au w+=-- - -- 
2 ax 3 x3=+0 ax I 1 3 x,=-o (5) 
which limit exists in H- 1’2(lR2) ue to (3a) and has to be supported on C 
(approximation by smooth functions, tf-“‘(LX’) is closed), we obtain (3b). 
The boundary condition (2b) yields (4) and the inverse conclusion is 
obvious. 
Historical Remarks. The classical Sommerfeld half-plane problem con- 
sists in the two-dimensional analog (no x,-dependence) for L’: x1 > 0, 
where g(x,, x3) = exp(ik(x, cos 8 +x3 sin 0)} is given. It was already 
treated in 1896 [14] by means of complex function theory and led to a 
one-dimensional integral equation (4) of convolution type with an L’ 
(Hankel) kernel on R, [21], the so-called Wiener-Hopf equation of the 
first kind. Today we know that such equations of the second kind are much 
simpler to treat in general [S], unless the operator can be considered as a 
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closed mapping (of order f 1, for instance) acting between different spaces. 
Second kind equations really appear in connection with impedance con- 
ditions [ 111. 
Some authors tried to extend the Wiener-Hopf technique [ 121 to two- 
dimensional problems by use of a factorization of A into four factors with 
symbols being holomorphic in the corresponding complex tubes, see [ 131, 
which paper is not correct. But some progress was obtained in [ 191, where 
the Fredholm pseudoinverse for (normal type) one-dimensional 
Wiener-Hopf equations was explicitly constructed. New insights and 
results came from the fixed-point principle for different media problems 
[9] and the idea of the Moore-Penrose inverse [lo]. Variational solutions 
can be obtained generally, but not explicitly [ 181. Finally, we suggest hat 
numerical methods [20] will become most important as soon as the 
asymptotics near the edge are completely known. 
For physical reasons the interest centers around positive wave numbers, 
which claims for Sommerfeld’s radiation conditions to obtain a unique 
solution in an appropriate space. In contrast to complex wave numbers, 
the usual Sobolev spaces are not suitable in the case k > 0, but have to be 
replaced, for instance, by weighted Sobolev spaces. 
2. REPORT ON THE HALF-PLANE PROBLEM 
Let us briefly look at the case C = C,,: xi > 0, x2 E R (x3 = 0), where Z 
indices correspond to the quadrant numbers. We factorize with respect to 
the first variable: A=F~lt~F=A~~l,A+~l,=(F~lt~~,,~F)(F~lt+~l,~F), 
where tktl,(<‘) = [rl + i~~(<~)]“~ = [5, + i(<i - k2)1’2]1’2 are defined by the 
usual choice of branch cuts [ 73 vertically from -it 1 to - iq etc. For the 
following result see [3, 161 and the classical solution [7, 121. 
THEOREM 2. 9(.Z,,, k) is correct. The solution reads 
u=Gu,=GlI,lg (6) 
where the potential operator G is defined by (3a), lg is any extension of 
g c H1’2(Z14) into H”‘, and II, denotes the projector 
~l=q)X14.‘f-(l) (7) 
dependent on k with the characteristic function x14 of C,,. 
Proof: According to the holomorphy properties of tit,,, 
W Z14,k = x14 ./I-’ IH-‘i*(.q4) 
=X14.AZfl)X14-4Tfl) : ii-“2(Z14) -+ L2(Z,,) -+ H1’2(Z14) (8) 
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is a bijection [3, Theorem 4.4 and Lemma 4.61, and the inverse reads 
W-’ =A Zd +(1)x14 . A -(I) 4 (9) 
not depending on the choice of 2. Insertion into (3) completes the proof. 
COROLLARY 1. By exchanging x, and x2, we obtain that B(.JCl,, k) is 
also correct. Replace Z7, in (6) by ZI,=AI~~~X~~.A-(~), where t+C2,(t’)= 
IIt2 * i3(51)11’2 are the Fourier symbols of A f (2,. 
For what follows, we list some auxiliary fact. 
LEMMA 1. Even extension 
H1’*(C14) 3240 t-+ le(,)UO Eq, = (24EH”*:#(-X,,X*)=U(X,,X*)}(10) 
is continuous and invertible by restriction X,~‘, which is continuous by 
definition. 
Proof Using the Sobolev-Slobodezki norm [6], we have 
IIfe(,)~~ll~1/2 = II4(,) 0 L* u I2 +ifRx, 
Iz,(,,u,(x)- k’(,,%(Y)12 dx dy 
I=-Y12 
and for the three integrals, 
luo(x) - Uo(Y)12 
lx-Y12 
dx dy = I? 
= llz4011&,4) - ll~ollt*~=,,, 
I~o(x)-~o(Y)12 
Ix+Y12 
dx dy < I, 
as Ix + yl* 2 (x - yJ * holds in the last one. This yields 
IlLql)~olI~1/*~2 ll~ollt~(r,,,+4~, g4 lI~oll;~u*~~,4) 
and so llle~I~ll < 2. 
LEMMA 2. Z7, acts along fi”2(,JC2,), which is the kernel of the projector 
P, = ZeC,,x14. due to Lemma 1. 
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ProuJ: Let Sr denote the reflection operator, S, IQ,(X) = uO( -x1, x2) and 
decompose uO E H’l2 c L2 by 
~o=u+~I)x14 ’ uO + x23 ’ (I- sl) uO 
= P, u. + (I- P,) u. E H$f, i ~“2(~2,) = H”’ (11) 
Then we have 
n, =n,p,, P,=P,ZZ, (12) 
due to x~~.A--(~)x~~. = xl4 A -(1) in the last case. This is equivalent to the 
fact that the kernels coincide, 
N(ZZ,) = N(P,) = Z7”2(E2,). (13) 
LEMMA 3. ZZ, is orthogonal with respect to the scalar product 
if k = i holds. 
(uo, UO)“li2 =I rioi$Jy2 + 1)“2 (14) 
Proof: We compute the adjoint projector, 
(z&u,, uO)Hb2= (AT1,,X14.A--(1)U0)-~(5’2+ 1)“2 s 
= (X,4.A-(I)UO)~(A-(1)Uo)- I 
= tio(n,(r’+ 1)1’2= (u,, ZZ1U)/#L,2 s 
according to (A :f,,f)A= (tl - ir,)1’2ffor f i L2 and the Parseval formula, 
respectively. Thus ZZI* = Z7, holds. 
Remark. We considered two extensions of g E H”*(,JC,,), namely Z,,,,g 
and ZZ,Zg, which gives the Dirichlet datum u. of the solution to Y(.E’,,, k) 
on the whole Iw*. Compare the corresponding projectors on H”’ together 
with the natural projector PeC1) = l/2(1+ S,), 
NJ’,,,,) = Hf;:, Nf’e,~,) = fC%,,, 
W’1) = Hi;:, N(P,) = fl”‘(,X2,) (15) 
R(Hl) = A Zf,,L2G4) N(H,) = i?“2(Z2,). 
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These define different direct decompositions H”‘= X, i X2 of the space; 
the first one is orthogonal due to P$r, = Pp(rI and the last one, too, if k = i 
holds (which is physically less important). There are analogous results for 
the projectors Pec2), P,, I7, with respect to the x,-direction. 
3. THE QUARTER-PLANE PROBLEM FOR k=i 
THEOREM 3. Y(C,, i) is correct. The solution is represented by 
u = GHlg (16) 
for any gE H1”(Cl), where lg denotes any extension into H1l2 and 
17 = 17, A II2 is the infimum of 17, and II,, i.e., the orthogonal projector 
onto R = R(l7,) n R(l7,). 17 is given by 
I7= lim Z7,(Z7,Z7,)‘= lim Z72(ZZl172)n 
n-C.2 “-CC 
in the sense of strong H112 convergence. 
(17) 
Proof The definition and representation of 17 is known from [4, 
Problem 1221. We prove that uO= l7Zg fulfills (3b) and (4). Since 
x1 .: H1j2 + H1’2(L’l) is continuous and xl. =x1 .x14. =x1 .x12. holds 
(even as a factorization into continuous operators), we have 
xI.~o=xl’ lim Z7,(Z72Z71)n lg n-c.2 
= lim x1 .ZZ,(Z7,ZI,)‘lg=g 
n-cc 
due to ~,4.Z71v=~14~ V, etc., see Theorem 2. Furthermore 
w+ =AIIlg=AlI,IIlg 
=A+(I~xM. A-~1,171g~8-“2(.&) 
is fulfilled and w+ E R-1’2(X,2) holds as well. Thus w, is supported on 2,) 
which means w + E ti-“‘(Z,), and the existence of a solution in the form of 
(16) is proved. Z7 = i7l7, = MI2 yields fi1i2(C2,,) = N(I7,) + N(Z7,) c 
N(n), i.e., w, does not depend on the choice of I (Zg exists, since C, is a 
special Lipschitz domain [ 173). 
Conversely, any solution u with trace u. fullils u. E R. Put w, = Auo, 
which belongs to fi-1’2(Z:,) due to Theorem 1. Then 
H,~,=A_~,,x,~.A--(,)A-‘w+ =A~;,,xwA;f,~w+ 
= A-‘w, =uo 
(18) 
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holds, since A ;ti, w + E L2 is supported on .Z,4. The symmetry argument 
yields u,, E R(17,) n R(l7,) = R, which implies u,, = Z7u0 = ZZZxi . u0 = l7Zg 
due to the independance of 1. So we get uniqueness. 
Altogether, the mapping gH uO, Hi’*(Ci) --* H”’ is bijective, and 
G: H1j2([W2) + H’(rW3) is known to be continuous. 
Remark. The continuous dependence gw u can also be concluded from 
the continuity of the even extension operator in two variables, see 
Lemma 1, 
I,, = (I+ S,)(Z+ S,): H”2(C,) + H”’ (19) 
!?I L l 4, g ‘n’ uo ’ G +l4 (20) 
HI”(&) -+ Ha;’ + R + H1(IW3) 
which is also bijective, if we replace the last space by 
{u~H~(IW~):(d+k~)u=OinR~-~,,~~,,=+~-u~~,=~~=0}. 
Introducing P, = leC2j~,2 ., P= I,,x, . =P,P2=P2P,, and P,,=1/4(Z+S,) 
(I+ S,) on H112, we obtain the quarter-plane analog of (15). 
COROLLARY 2. There hold 
NP,,) = Hi!*, NP,,) = H:fd,j 0 H;$;, 0 H%,,, 
R(P) = H;L2, N(P) = tl-“‘(C,,,) (21) 
R(Z7) = A - ‘Z?“2(C,), N(Z7) = A”*(C234) 
for k = i only in the third line, where P,‘, = P,,, Ii’* = II and lIP= II, 
Pl7 = P are fulfilled. 
Remark. For k = k, + ik,, k,>O, but k fi, the projectors Uj are not 
orthogonal with respect to the scalar product (14). For k = ic, c> 0, this 
can be achieved by the aim of an equivalent scalar product with potential 
(cy’+c ) . 2 ‘I2 In general (k, # 0) this trick does not work, one only gets 
either l7: = 17, by use of the potential (tl - iz,)“2(t1 + iZ,)1’2 or ZZ: = 17, 
by a coordinate exchange. 
4. THE CASE k # i 
Now we distinguish the operators 
(22) 
and Ai with symbol (t’2 + 1)‘12. 
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THEOREM 4. 9(z1, k) is correct for any kl + ik, with k, > 0. The 
solution is given by 
u=GuO=GA;‘Ait&,=GA,‘AiW,-‘Z7lg (23) 
with any extension lg of gE H1’2(El) into HIi and the inverse of the 
Wiener-Hopf operator 
w~=nA,‘Ai IR(~)E~(R(W) 
(depending on k), which can be represented by a Neumann series 
W,-l =p-’ f [ZZ(Z-u--‘A,‘Ai)]’ IRCnJ 
j=O 
(24) 
(25 1 
with suitable p E @ (or even ,u E [w + ). 
Proof If we take the even extension of the Wiener-Hopf equation (4) 
PA,‘w+ =l,,~~.A,‘w+ =I,,gEH;L2 (26) 
for w + E Z?“2(Z,), substitute 
ii,=ZZA~:‘w+ ER(ZZ), w, = A$, (27) 
due to B(L’,, i), see (18), and apply Z7 to (27) see Corollary 2, then we 
obtain the equivalent equation 
ZZA,‘Aiiio=ZZZg 
with arbitrary 1, see Theorem 3. Here 
wo = HA, 1 R(17) 
with 
A,=F-‘@,.F, @o(t’)= [(C2+ 1)/(5’2-k2)]1’2, 
(28) 
has the form of a symmetric general Wiener-Hopf operator [l, 151. It can 
be inverted by (25), if Q. is sectorial [2,9, 151, since the operator norm of 
a convolution operator of order zero on H112 coincides with the L” norm 
of its symbol, see (14), and since l]nll = 1 holds. 
In fact, arg Go = arg(l’2 - k2)-“2 E [0, arg i/k] holds, see [ 111, which is 
contained in (-n/2, + 7c/2) for k2 > 0. The bounds of IQ01 4 can be 
estimated as the extrema of 
f(r)= (r+1)2 
(t-Kl)*+K;’ 
k2=k1+itc2 
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for r E [0, co]. This simple calculation yields f’(r) = 0, iff r = r,, = rcr + rcz/ 
(1 + K~), where we only have to consider the case rcl > - 1 and rc2 # 0 due to 
r,, > 0 and k* $ R, respectively. So we have 
min{ 1, Ikl-‘, [f(ro)lL’4} < 1% <maxi 1, IW’, Cf(r,dl”4} 
f (rd = 
[(l + ICI)* + K*]* 2 
.:+.:(l+“,) 
for x, > - 1, K~ # 0, and the same without the f(rO) terms else. 
COROLLARY 3. The solution (23) can be written as 
u=GIIklg (29) 
where 17, = Al1 A, W;’ is the projector onto A;1i?1’2(ZI) along 
N(Hj) = A”‘(Z,,,), i.e., these two subspaces are complementary to each 
other for any k, k, > 0. 
5. THE NEUMANN PROBLEM 
PROBLEM. P?(C, k, N). Look for u E H’( iR3 -z) such that 
(d+k*)u=O in R3-E 
au/ax,= h on z* (x3= 50) (30) 
hold for an arbitrary h E H ~ “‘(C), where .E and k 4 R are given as above. 
This means that the traces u$ E H”*(lR*) of u and uf E H-1’2(R2) of 
au/ax3 on x3 = &O exist, 
wax, I.~~=~~uL+, Z+O 
converge in H- ‘I*( IX*), see (5). Furthermore, two boundary conditions 
(30b) are fulfilled on Z as well as two transmission conditions on R2 - C, 
namely, 
fo=G - u, E P(C), f,=uT -u; &7--1'2(C~ (31) 
i.e., f. = fi = 0 on R* - c in a generalized sense, due to the distributional 
definition of the Helmholtz operator (approximation by smooth functions). 
THEOREM 5. u solves .Y(.Z, k, N), iff there holds 
u(x)= -sgnx,Gu+(x), (32) 
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where u + E I?j2( C) solves the Wiener-Hopf‘ equation 
W .L-,k,NU+ =xZ’ Au+ = h 
with A = Ak, for short. 
ProoJ The general solution of (30a) has the form 
u(x) = F<;L,,,e -1x31~(~~~[~(~~) 1 +(X3) + $5’) 1 -(x,)-J, (33) 
see Theorem 1. Since fi E 0 on the whole 58’ and u[ = -Au;, u; = Au, 
hold due to (30b), (31), and (34), respectively, we obtain 
u,++u,= -A-‘f,=O. Putting U, = -u$ =u;, we get (33) from the 
Neumann condition (30b). The inverse conclusion is obvious. 
6. SOME AUXILIARY PROJECTORS 
We recall the properties of ~~,=AL~~)x,~.A~(~), Z~,=AI(‘~,X~~~A~Q,, 
17~ 17, A IZ2 considering only the case k = i in this section and introduce 
also 
ifl=A;tl,X14.A+W ~2=J4,f,,Xd+w 
il=i7, A zr,. 
(34) 
These are orthogonal and act onto fi”‘(L’:,,), fi”2(C,,), and fi”*(Z,), 
respectively. 
LEMMA 4. The corresponding dual projectors with respect to the 
separating sesquilinear form [3, Section 4.53 
(u, w),=p, UEH”2, WEW’12 (35) 
read and act orthogonally onto 
n; =&9144 A&: f~-“~ + H - -1’2(c,4) 
17;=A+(z,~a-A&): + il-l’y&) 
fl; = A--(Lj~14. A&: + i7-“‘(z,,)’ 
&=A-,,,x~~-A$): 4 27-“2(c,4)L 
lT=H;hn; : 4 R-y&) 
ifi=r&nR; : -P if-““(c,,,)‘. 
(36) 
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Proof: For any operator TE Y(ZZ”‘), there holds 
T’=AT*A-‘EY(H-“*) (A = Ai) (37) 
according to (35) and the scalar product definition (14), since 
(Tu, w)~=(Tu, A-‘w),m=(u, T*A-‘w)“I:~ 
= (u, AT*A-‘w), 
holds. Selfadjointness of the projectors yields ZZ; = AZZ, A-‘, etc., and the 
first four representations with obvious mapping properties. The continuity 
of the form (35) implies, cf. Theorem 3, 
(ZZu, w) = lim (ZZ,(ZZ,ZZ,)’ u, w) 
n-m 
= lim (u, (ZZ;ZI&)n ZZ;w) 
n-72 
= (u, (n; A n;) w) = (u, nlw), 
where 17’ acts onto R(ZZ;) n R(n2)= fi-“‘(C,). The last statement is 
proved by analogy where 
N(jj’) = N(f&) + N(P;) = R-“*(z;,,) + w-“‘(Z,,) holds. 
LEMMA 5. On H-l/*, the operators 
5 = (I- S,) x14 ., p; = (I- S2) x12. 
P’=P;P;=P;P;=(z-s,)(z-s,)~,’ 
(38) 
defined on a dense subspace L2 for the first instance, are continuous (not 
orthogonal) projectors onto 
along W~“‘(C,,) 
along R-‘/*(,X,,) 
along R- 1’2(,E234). 
(39) 
Proof: Formally, the relations hold for L* functions. From Lemma 2 we 
know that P, = (Z+S,) x,4’ is continuous. The same holds for 
I-P,=xz3.(Z--S,) and P1=xL4.(Z-S1) by symmetry. So the dual pro- 
jector i?‘, with respect to (35) is also continuous. The rest is obvious. 
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COROLLARY 4. (1) H-‘j2 is decomposable into the direct sums of 
closed subspaces (with suggestive notation) 
(2) Odd extensions from C14, L’,,, or C, (in two variables) into H- ‘!’ 
are continuous and left invertible by restriction. Even extensions do not exist 
in general, only if u* E I? ‘!‘(C14), etc. holds true. 
(3) Coincidence of kernels in (36), (39) yields 
ij$l/! = q!, flp;+!, j= 1, 2, 
pii, = pt, fpp=p (41) 
which relations gave rise for the notation. 
7. SOLUTION OF THE NEUMANN PROBLEMS 
THEOREM 6. Y(C,,, k, N) is correctly solved by 
u= -Sgnx,GA~f,,~,, A:f,,lh= -sgnx,Gif,A;‘lh, (42) 
where h is any extension of h E H - “2(C,,), for instance, lodd(, h, A + (, , - 
depend on k, and fl, is dqfined bJ> (34) not specializing k = i. 
Proof: Similar to Theorem 2, the Wiener-Hopf operator from (33) 
W~,~,~.N=XI~.A~(,)XI~.A +(,): i?‘2(Zl,) -+ L2(L’,,) + H~1’2(C,,) 
is invertible by 
W&,N = A;;,,xw--(,,l 
which has to be inserted into (32). 
THEOREM 7. p(C,, k, N) is correctly solved by 
u= -sgnx, w&lffA,:llh, 
where 
t&, = i?A, A,y&, 
is invertible by a Neumann series and drops out for k = i. 
(43 1 
(44) 
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Proof (1) For C=C, and k=i, 
u + = fiA; 1 Ih = A,- ’ ij’lh = W;,ti,Nh, 
see (37), presents the unique solution of the Wiener-Hopf equation (33), 
since (i) i?l is independent of 1 and injective, see (36f); (ii) the operator 
maps into R(i?)=A’/*(Z,), see (34); (iii) it gives a solution as 
xl . A,u+ = x,plh = h holds for any h E H-“‘(Z,), which also implies that, 
(iv) wt,!i,N is surjective. Formula (32) yields U. 
(2) For k # i (cf. Theorem 4) rewrite Eq. (33) equivalently by 
~‘4~ = Ldoddh 
and with the substitution U, = A,:‘w,,, u’,,E R(fi’), and R’P’ = i?, see 
Lemmas 4 and 5, and (41), by 
EOw,=ilf~~~,~~ ~R~rt’~~O=jrllh. 
From i?= A,fi’A,:’ we get 
which can be solved as in Theorem 4. 
Remark. Further interpretations of the solution are u + = fi, A; 1 lh with 
the projector if, onto R(D) = zl’*(z‘,) along A;1i?1’2(C234) or, using 
projections on HP ‘I*, u + = A; 1 W,- ’ i?‘lh = A; ’ I7,lh with a projector onto 
AkA1”(ZI) along Z?“*(Z,,,). 
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